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The Responsibility of Form: Space and Practice in the Entry 
Sequences of Housing Estates 
Luis Diaz, University of Brighton, UK 
 
Abstract: This paper addresses several ideas proposed in the conference description. To 
begin with the paper, based on a recently completed research project, will engage with 
‘alternative readings of territory and a range of spatial practices’. It does this through the 
identification of ‘patterns of rituals of occupation’ identifying how ‘daily routines and activity 
are curtailed, moulded and adapted to a particular environment.’ It will however contest 
the increasingly presumed domination of human agency in spatial discourses. That is, it 
will test whether form is as insignificant as is suggested by James Gowan’s statement: ‘I 
can east a sandwich in any size of room.’  
 
This is done through a critical reading of the work of Lefebvre, de Certeau, and others. I 
will propose that de Certeau’s view of the relation between spatial configurations and 
practices achieves a (rare) dialectical balance where neither form nor practice is 
privileged. As such, it identifies form as an active (but not fully determinant) participant in 
the formation of practices, inhabitation and meaning.  
 
The paper will sketch out the basic premises of the above authors and will identify both 
the strengths and gaps in applications of theories of the everyday, space and spatial 
practices. The paper will also highlight the difficulty (or reluctance) in translating these 
ideas to concrete situations. In conclusion, by reference to a mundane space and practice 
– the entry sequence leading to front doors in 1970s housing estates – a case will be 
made for how these theories can be understood on a formal level while remaining 
attentive to the differences of individual practices. A comparison of contemporary and 
historical entry sequences and individual modifications to these will suggest an arena 
where everyday practices, spatial form and history intersect. The aim is to suggest a way 
of looking at spaces that accounts for human action while acknowledging the 
responsibility of form. 
Key Words: Space, Everyday, Form, Spatial Practices, Housing 
 
Introduction 

“I can eat a sandwich in any size of room.” 
James Gowan1 

 
This paper takes its cue from the implication in Gowan’s statement: human agency can 
overcome spatial form. The sentiment is innocent enough and can hardly be denied. Yet it 
was necessary to utter it because some saw the built environment as a determinant of 
human behaviour. This latter view can be seen, in varying forms, in the writings of Le 
Corbusier, Jane Jacobs and Oscar Newman, to name a few. Few hold this view today and 
the absence of proponents would imply that the debate between environmental versus 
social determinism has been settled. I deliberately conflate social determinism and agency 
driven approaches as ones that either play down or deny the influence of form on 
behaviour. In spatial discourses these approaches are illustrated by an emphasis on users 
over form. For example, Jonathan Hill establishes two types of architectural occupation, 
one by the architect (through design) and the other by the user (through occupation). Both 
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occupations leave out the physical fact of space and form.2 In the last couple of decades 
architectural form has taken a back seat to all other concerns. 
 
Yet the grounds of this former debate were founded on shaky ground – a binary 
opposition between space and practice, object and subject. If we follow Ed Soja’s 
suggestion, however, that space comprises a trialectic involving physical, social and 
mental dimensions, then the opposition becomes difficult to maintain. Moreover the idea 
of giving priority to one criterion over another is also undermined by Soja’s suggestion. 
The root of Soja’s proposition is Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space.3 This text 
along with his development of the everyday as a theoretical concept are both critical for 
understanding a non-oppositional relationship among space, form, and practice. Such 
understanding also weakens arguments that see an interest in form as automatically 
resulting in formalism. However, the concepts of space and the everyday, as found in 
Lefebvre, though useful, remain abstract. In contrast, Michel de Certeau’s conception of 
the everyday provides what I see as a useful model for teasing out the specific role of 
form in relation to practices. I will argue that, while sometimes overlooked and often 
misused, de Certeau’s definition and use of the everyday is particularly relevant to the 
unresolved debate on form and practice.4 A series of brief reviews of applications of the 
everyday to architectural situations will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the 
theory. This will be followed by a few examples of the role played by form in a 1970s 
London housing estate. The aim will be to establish the potential of the everyday as a way 
of understanding form while also demonstrating that form cannot be ignored in 
understanding user’s actions, occupations and appropriation of built things. 
 
Before moving on it is necessary to comment on the use of the terms ‘form’, ‘space’ and 
‘practice’. For the purposes of this paper ‘form’ and ‘space’ will be linked as ‘spatial form.’5 
Until now they have been used interchangeably and meant to coincide with Lefebvre’s 
category of physical or natural space.6 That is, it refers to real or actual space, as 
opposed to mental (conceptual) or social space. My use is most closely related to de 
Certeau’s ‘spatial order’:  

…a spatial order organizes an ensemble of possibilities (e.g., by a place in which 
one can move) and interdictions (e.g., by a wall that prevents one from going 
further)…7 

Following on this, form will refer to the physicality of built objects while space will refer to 
the voids defined by these. This simplification is necessary here but sits side by side with 
broader conceptions of both space and form. 

‘Spatial practice’ is used to mean a less complex concept than found in the Lefebvre’s 
Production of Space. While Lefebvre provides a number of different definitions it generally 
refers to a system of practices which are unique to a culture and historical period. These 
include not only the acts that people perform but also the ways in which space is 
organised as a result of these.8 It consists of those spatial performances that are linked 
and repeated so as to form a spatial realm within which these performances (practices) 
are contained. It is therefore a set of practices and its spaces. Again my usage is closer to 
de Certeau’s in that it refers to a more individualised and unique spatial acts. Whereas 
Lefebvre’s spatial practice inscribes a space that can contain many acts de Certeau’s is a 
specific performance, which is contingent in time and place.  
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Flat Space 
Ed Soja has often referred to the ‘spatial turn’ that took place in cultural studies, 
geography, and critical studies during the 1990s.9 Without diminishing the importance of 
this development the result is often not spatial enough. That is, space remains either 
abstract or cartographic. For instance, in one study David Harvey notes that geographical 
differences contribute to the ability of workers to resist or protest exploitative conditions 
but takes no account of the role played by the spatially distinct spaces of New York and 
rural North Carolina.10 Access to the media and the spatial dispersion of workers are 
conditions that distinguish the two arenas, yet the specific spatial configuration of each 
place is also critical. So although Harvey highlights space as a political battleground it is 
understood more as an arena or location rather than a specifically active participant. In 
Soja’s comparison of Los Angeles and Amsterdam11 the spatial characteristics of each are 
given: ‘sprawling, decentred, polymorphic, and centrifugal’, versus ‘centred and historically 
centripetal’. The differences in the history and experience of each place are clearly 
described, but what is not explored is the extent to which the spatial configurations have 
formed or been informed by history and experience.  
 
To be fair, it is perhaps too much to expect such spatial attention and interrogation within 
the context of geographical, critical or cultural studies. More problematic, however, is the 
attitude towards spatial form in architectural studies invoking the everyday.12 Here we 
might expect a closer analysis of the relation between spatial practices and spatial forms. 
Yet, in his review of the architectural uses of the everyday, Dell Upton notes that for “an 
enterprise that exalts the concrete, the study of everyday life is remarkably vague about 
its object.”13 Upton finds that many studies turn the everyday into an aesthetic category 
while those that avoid this tendency in turn fail to recognise spatial form:  

“...neither Crawford’s arguments nor Ockman’s nor indeed those of any architectural 
theorist of the everyday, give adequate attention to the physicality of everyday life or 
to the materiality of Architecture.”14 

Nevertheless, Upton sees the everyday as a viable vehicle for examining the specificity of 
spatial form: 

“Architecture is inescapably concrete and it forms the fabric and the setting of 
everyday life…So architecture’s materiality makes it a natural conduit to the 
specificity of everyday life”15 

Moves to Spatial Form 
While the lack of specific attention spatial forms has been somewhat overcome by more 
recent studies I would like to cite two examples in order to highlight the potential of a more 
detailed analysis. In Rachel Kallus’ ‘The Political Role of the Everyday’, a study of the Gilo 
residential quarter in Israel16, the focus is on the architectural form of the housing and its 
relationship to the political agenda of the state. The use of courtyards, their orientation 
and views all help establish spatial relationships to Jerusalem even though it is physically 
closer to a neighbouring Palestinian town. However, the study stops at the level of 
building typology leaving aside issues that might arise from interrogating the dwellings, 
their interior organisation or other spatial details. Spatial practices in themselves are not 
discussed. For example, the impact of installing bulletproof glass in the windows that 
faced a ‘threat source’ (they were being fired at),17 must have been felt on the way in 
which inhabitants both perceive and practice their interior spaces. The relationship 
between the Gilo district and Jerusalem would be overlaid by a spatial inflection caused 
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by the threat and its constant reminder. Yet we do not know which spaces were affected 
nor what their effect was on daily life. 

Mark Llewellyn’s study of Kensal House in London uses everyday life to paint a more 
complex picture of the relationship between the architect’s intentions, the architecture and 
the daily practices of the inhabitants.18 Llewellyn refers to his approach as ‘polyvocal’, a 
method of referring to and acknowledging multiple and contradictory narratives. The study 
very carefully reveals how the practices of the inhabitants cut across the intentions of the 
architects, using the kitchen space as his focus. One of the key design decisions taken by 
the architects was to split the kitchen-living room relationship while simultaneously making 
the kitchen a ‘machine for cooking in.’ This conflicted with the desire of many of the 
tenants to eat in the kitchen in order to maintain the living room as a special place for 
guests.19 Llewellyn writes: 

Thus the spaces were not consumed in the form produced by the architects, but 
reproduced, possessed to suit working-class social practice by the residents 
themselves…Despite the fact that the kitchen was largely unsuitable for the purpose 
of eating, its function was reshaped and reproduced to meet the needs of individual 
residents.20 

Interviews conducted by Llewellyn reveal the disparity between the meanings intended by 
the architects and those generated by inhabitants. However, there is a tendency to favour 
human agency in the analysis. In the opposition between ‘production’ and ‘consumption’ 
the first term is finite –  

…the argument is that these forces of production and consumption do not operate 
in isolation but, rather, inform one another in a constant cycle of production and 
reproduction of space on a daily basis. In other words, once initially ‘produced’, 
architectural spaces such as Kensal House are not ‘consumed’ – they are 
‘reproduced’ by individuals living therein according to their everyday lives.21 
(Emphasis added) 

The ‘constant cycle’ of production and consumption follows Lefebvre notion of space and 
everyday life but is complicated by the idea that there is an initial production followed by a 
series of reproductions. The latter idea is to an extent true – architectural spaces are 
made and generally remain physically unchanged though the practices within may follow 
or contradict the architect’s intentions. We might say then that only in the case of physical 
alteration is there another instance of production (followed by further reproduction). 
However, this idea suggests that space is passive – it is initially produced, and then 
continuously reinvented by human agency. Space is, once again, taken as an arena 
rather than active element. 

In cases of physical alteration it is again human agency which is active –  
The residents altered their flats, subverting the architects’ intentions, and in the 
process took possession of the spaces created for the, reproducing them in their 
personal ways.22 (Emphasis added) 

The architects’ intention or initial spatial configuration is replaced by personal 
reproduction. What is not described is the relationship of the alteration to original 
configuration. Is it simply a case of added trellises on balconies or were walls removed or 
altered? Whatever the extent of the alteration, unless it is complete demolition and 
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replacement, it is based and dependent on the original configuration, its structural 
capacity and materiality.  

Another difficulty arises in reducing practice to function. 
A conflict then arose between the production and consumption of this space – the 
uses to which it was being put were not necessarily those for which the space was 
intended. […] Despite the fact that the kitchen was largely unsuitable for the 
purpose of eating, its function was reshaped and reproduced to meet the needs of 
individual residents.23 

 
‘Reshaping’ here means the substitution of one function for another. Yet spatially and 
socially, extensive reshaping must have been necessary. Some hints about the spatial 
configuration that was necessary to carry out this functional replacement are given by one 
of the tenants. 

…oh there was a window seat over there, and in the kitchen was a worktop under 
the window, and a worktop this side, so she put me and my brother there, I had the 
oven on me. Her and my dad and that used to sit on the wash-hand [basin], 
because the table was small in the front room.24 

The significance of the spatial distribution and the way in which it modifies the eating 
routine is left unexplored. In reality, one function has not simply replaced another; rather a 
use has been shoe-horned into a space for which it was not designed and this cannot but 
change both the space and the practice. Human agency does not ‘win’ or ‘overcome’; 
instead, I would argue that agency is more like de Certeau’s notion of ‘making do’, a 
compromise of space and practice.  

In Llewellyn’s defence he makes his intent clear near the end of the paper: 
Other papers on architecture and its relationship to the design of space and people 
have not gone far enough in acknowledging the agency and status of the residents 
in the reproduction of their space.25 

 
The problem lies in identifying the architect as exercising power and privilege while 
portraying spatial form as if it were at the mercy of inhabitants. In the end the opposition 
between the conceptual space exercised by architects and the world of spatial practices 
inhabited by users leaves out the very thing that mediates this relationship. In other words, 
it acknowledges only two of the three spatial categories identified by Lefebvre in The 
Production of Space. 
****** 
We have then in one case an example of an overly abstract conception of space and on 
the other an over-attentiveness to human agency. I suggest that this over-attentiveness is 
driven by a desire to reappraise the balance between architecture and people. While this 
is understandable as a corrective measure in the process subjectivity is often separated 
from the physical body. In contrast, Nigel Thrift’s concept of non-representational thinking 
provides us with a model that links subjectivity and the body.26 As a theory of practice it 
sees apprehension as linked to activities, but also partially determined by them.  

…non-representational thinking throws a critical light on theories that claim to re-
present some naturally present reality…Instead, it [non-representation theory] 
argues that practices constitute our sense of the real. […] it is concerned with 
thinking with the entire body.27 
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Thrift links bodies and things: “…bodies and things are not easily separated terms, 
precisely because of their locatedness.”28 Here ‘locatedness’ means the context of all 
things not as a neutral background context or container, but “a necessary constitutive 
element of interaction, something active, differentially extensive and able to probematise 
and work on the bounds of subjectivity.”29 Context, as a specific place, is what links bodies 
and things – or, put differently, bodies and things are bound up in context; spatial form is 
therefore more than a conduit or relational space, it is an active ingredient. 

de Certeau’s Everyday 
The relatedness between spatial forms and spatial practices is at the centre of de 
Certeau’s understanding of the everyday. This is clearest in the following passage: 

First, if it is true that a spatial order organises an ensemble of possibilities (e.g., by a 
place in which one can move) and interdictions (e.g., by a wall that prevents one 
from going further), then the walker actualises some of these possibilities. In that 
way, he makes them exist as well as emerge. But he also moves them about and 
he invents others, since the crossing, drifting away, or improvisation of walking 
privilege, transform or abandon spatial elements…And if on the one hand he 
actualises only a few of the possibilities fixed by the constructed order (he goes only 
here and not there), on the other he increases the number of possibilities (for 
example, by creating shortcuts and detours) and prohibitions (for example, he 
forbids himself to take paths generally considered accessible or even obligatory).30 

Whereas Lefebvre’s everyday is often seen as a combination of the routines of daily life 
and bureaucratisation of spaces and practices, we can see here, in the ‘freedom’ that the 
walker exercises in choosing among spatial elements or in the invention of new ones, a 
more optimistic view. But, it is not entirely like this, since, according to Mike Crang, de 
Certeau considers the agency of the walker as ‘constituted against a monolithic vision of 
power.’31 If we see this ‘monolithic power’ as a version of Lefebvre’s formulation then de 
Certeau’s everyday is not a replacement for Lefebvre’s everyday but another aspect of it. 
In de Certeau’s example the constructed order is always the field against which all the 
plays of the walker take place whether they are frames (possibilities, interdictions, 
accessible paths, etc.) or inventions (‘the walker actualises some of these possibilities’, 
‘he also moves them about’, ‘shortcuts’, ‘detours’, etc.). We have, therefore, an 
acknowledgement of the larger system within which spatial practices take place. And 
while he references the subjective realm (the walker makes certain spatial elements ‘exist’ 
or ‘emerge’) this is set against the concrete reality of the spatial order. To be clear, though 
the walker invents narratives and carries out ‘speech-acts’ which resist the spatial order 
that order nevertheless exists. This is why I see the reference to making elements ‘exist’ 
or ‘emerge’ as a subjective matter – it is in perception, or through shared practices which 
may reify into cultural norms, that a spatial element is made to ‘emerge’. Practiced 
another way, different conditions emerge or ‘exist’, but the original spatial order which is 
being manipulated remains until physically changed. Crang supports this interpretation: 

For him ‘[t]he world of objects is there, terrible “real” in resisting human 
modification…Their irreducible “thinginess” renders them resistant to 
representation.32 

 
In the Practice of Everyday Life De Certeau intends both a literal and metaphorical 
interpretation of walking practices; one can understand spatial difference as a conceptual 
matter as well as physical. However, I wish to focus on spatial forms as defined earlier 
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and to clarify de Certeau’s attention to the importance of fully three-dimensional space. De 
Certeau’s interdiction, a barrier around which one must walk or which stops one from 
progressing, presupposes that it is too high to jump over or scale in some way. Similarly, 
de Certeau’s use of the World Trade Centre as a voyeuristic position is not only 
conceptual – the view of Manhattan below is not simply a substitute for a map but a 
spatial position of privilege. One ‘looks down on’ Manhattan, and to attain that view one 
must be physically ‘lifted out of the city’s grasp.’ Further, the body ‘is no longer clasped by 
the streets’33 and pedestrian movements are not ‘localized’ but instead ‘spatialise.’34 While 
offering up the importance of agency or subjective concepts such as walking ‘speech-acts’ 
de Certeau constantly returns to spatial forms. As architects, critics and theorists turn their 
attention more and more to the experiences of users and inhabitants one would have 
expected that de Certeau’s particular formulation would have caught their eye. 
 
Spatial Forms and Practices in Alexandra Road 
The outline above has tried to both reveal a gap in spatial awareness while also arguing 
for the importance of spatial forms. What follows is a sketch analysis of the entry 
sequence of one of the blocks in Neave Brown’s Alexandra Road housing project in 
Camden, London (1968-78). These notes are part of a larger study, which articulates the 
reasons for examining this particular estate as well as others. There is no room here to go 
into detail – I will only note that the position this project occupies between the replication 
of traditional forms of housing and access and their reinvention provides a unique 
opportunity for examining spatial forms and practices. The method employed is not 
intended to represent a fully formed analytical approach. I hope, however, that it is 
suggestive enough to demonstrate the importance of some of the issues raised above. 
 

                             
Fig. 1: View of block B, Alexandra Road. Red arrows indicate individual and shared 
entries to lower and upper maisonettes. The wider space below demarcates the shared 
‘forecourt’ space of two units while the expressed cross-walls of the upper units identify 
individual units. One can also enter the lower level of the bottom unit in the gap between 
the parallel stair-bridges. 
 
The entry sequences of Alexandra Road Estate (AR) are one of the more significant 
design elements of the estate. A brief look at block B will highlight the interrelation 
between forms and practices as well as establish the extent to which they reproduce or 
depart from traditional forms and practices. Block B consists of two stacked maisonettes 
with individual entries to each dwelling (Fig. 1). Each of the lower pairs has two entries: a 
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parallel set of stairs and bridges leading to an upper level landing and a shared entry 
leading to the lower level (Figs. 2 & 3). One can easily identify a stair-bridge combination 
with an individual dwelling. However, there is nothing to prevent someone from using an 
adjacent path and crossing over to their front door on the landing, thus interpreting and 
practicing the entry sequence as shared access.  

                   
Fig. 2: View of bridge leading to front doors of lower maisonettes, block B. 

 

                         
Fig. 3: View of parallel stair and bridges leading to lower maisonettes, block B. 
Note the blocked off entry to the lower level between the stair. 

 
There is also a choice available between entering the upper public level (kitchen, living & 
dining) or the lower private level (bedrooms). The use of one or the other may depend on 
habit or personal preference; for example, arriving home from work or school some may 
find it preferable to enter the lower level to change or shower before engaging with the 
rest of the family. Alternatively, if arriving with groceries others may use the upper route 
leading to the kitchen. Some might restrict entry to the upper level through habit or social 
convention. That is, the upper level could be coded ‘front’ and the lower level ‘back’ and 
reinforce this interpretation though use. As such some users may ‘abandon spatial 
elements...’ by not taking ‘paths generally considered accessible or even obligatory’.35 The 
spatial configuration is significant in allowing both traditional as well as divergent readings 
and practices.  
 
We can see how inhabitants have interpreted these possibilities in different ways. Some 
have positioned potted plants to permanently claim their half of the landing and by 
consequence the stair and bridge leading to their dwelling. In other cases the shared 
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landing has been used for storage in a manner that does not clearly establish ownership 
or a boundary (Figs. 4, 5 & 6). Others have been left in their original state.36  
 

         
Fig. 4: unmodified entry                                    Fig. 5: landing screened by plants 

 
Fig. 6: Landing with barbeque and potted plants – there is no clear indication of 
which unit owns the objects arranged in the middle 

 
The lower level accesses have also been modified with screens, gates and partitions 
(Figs. 7-18). These different treatments provide different levels of privacy for the lower 
court. Some are full height while others are low and flimsy sheets of plywood that act 
more as symbolic barriers. In a few cases tenants have installed gates which have some 
affinity with the surrounding metalwork.37 Here we could read the form of the additions as 
constructing new but precise relationships between the lower court and street. That is, 
some block access and views, while others only prevent access. Low and flimsy barriers 
block neither access nor view but make a clear statement which entry is primary and to be 
used by visitors.  
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Figs. 7-18: Examples of modifications to the passageway leading to the lower level of the 
maisonettes in block B. The first is an example of an unmodified passage. 
 
The overall spatial form of entry results in two types of modifications which in turn call for 
different kinds of negotiation between neighbours. While the upper screens can be put in 
place without discussion, modification of the passage to the lower level entry requires face 
to face negotiation since it affects access to both dwellings. The specific form, then, 
contributes to the kind of interaction required for the modification to occur. It should be 
noted, however, that these modifications are not only signs of appropriation but can also 
be points of conflict.  
 
These sequences and their articulation are not wholly new or unique. We can recognize 
them in Georgian and Victorian terraces in varying levels of complexity (Figs. 19, 20 & 
21). As mediators of public and private realms and as part of the daily rituals of arrival and 
departure their specific configuration are of great importance. In contrast to the flexible 
and interpretative relationship among arrival, dwelling and stair the trajectory from street 
to dwelling is highly structured. That is, there is deliberate layering of differentiated spaces 
and practices in order to exaggerate the sense of threshold. We can define the sequence 
as: Stair/lifting/framed  bridge/crossing/exposed  landing/arrival/contained 
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Fig. 19: The Victorian example above show side-by-side paths separated and 
connected by a low wall. The individual entries are defined by recesses raised 
off the level of the tiled walkway. 
 

                                    
Fig. 20: Another Victorian example, above, with parallel entries utilising recesses 
and low walls unifying the paired units and providing identity to individual dwellings. 

                                       
Fig. 21: This late Georgian example has individualised entries while the openings 
at the sides of the porches allow views of one’s neighbour. Georgian entries were 
generally not mirrored, emphasising the separateness of dwellings, while Victorian 
terraces often mirrored and related their entries. 
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At the same time the relationship between entry and the dwelling as an identifiable unit is 
deliberately blurred. While the cross walls of block B identify individual dwellings for the 
upper maisonette the lower maisonette is demarcated to a much lesser extent. In both 
cases the axis of entry is along a boundary line (Figs. 22, 23, 24 & 25). This produces an 
axial shift in the relationship between the stair and dwelling avoiding one-to-one 
relationships between them. Different relationships are established so that while the upper 
dwellings are more easily identified, they share access, while the lower maisonettes are 
less identifiable but have more individualised entries.  
 

          
Fig. 22: General view of block B                         Fig. 23: Outline of upper unit and stair    

        
Fig. 24: Interlocking of paired units                     Fig. 25: Entry and unit overlap 
        
 
To be clear, this is not a visual or compositional game. The act of climbing the stairs to the 
upper dwellings of block B inscribes with one’s body the shared thick boundary between 
two units. To cross the bridge to one of the lower dwellings is to express your individual 
trajectory to ‘your’ dwelling while passing through the shared space of a pair of units. As 
suggested by Thrift, it becomes difficult to separate out bodies and things, practices and 
spatial forms. The meaning and experience of arrival cannot be found by looking at spatial 
forms or spatial practices in isolation. Rather, it is possible to conceive of spatial forms 
and practices as an irreducible figure in itself. 
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Conclusion 
These notes are not intended to describe or to unlock the ultimate ‘meaning’ of any aspect 
of Alexandra Road. It is also not an attempt to describe everyday life on the estate. There 
is nothing here to suggest a re-evaluation or re-definition of the everyday. What was 
intended was to replicate the balanced attention to spatial forms and practices suggested 
by de Certeau.  
 
From this point of view we could re-imagine the history of housing as a series of 
transformation to the relationship between, and character of, spatial forms and practices. 
The break that the tower and slab block represented can be seen as more than a change 
in morphology, technology or method of production. Rather it can be seen as a set of 
changed relations between spaces and practices as well as a changed set of interdictions 
and possibilities (Fig. 26). The result of these changes can affect daily rituals, the 
potential for symbolic associations to be established, and the possibility for performing 
acts of appropriation in view of others.  

 
Fig. 26: Schematic diagrams of various entry sequences, by the author. 

 
I have tried to suggest that at AR issues of meaning, identity, appropriation, negotiation 
and representation are tied up in an intricate complex of forms and practices. Gowan’s 
statement is therefore not wrong but reductive and incomplete. To assert that one can eat 
a sandwich in any size room is to reduce a practice to a function and a space to a 
container. In the end human agency is not championed at all since too much is left out of 
the equation. There is nothing to gain or lose. It is curious that spatial form should be so 
played down in spatial discourses and especially by architects. For if we could indeed eat 
a sandwich in any size room and that was all that was necessary to know, then there 
would be little point to design. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on your point of 
view, there is much to be won and lost in the spatial world. That we, as designers, 
determine the spatial form of this world is therefore an enormous responsibility. 
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